
Single molecule pull-down 
 
Jain et al, Nature 473:484 (2011) 
 
Main points to cover 
 fluorescence 
 TIRF microscopy 
  main advantage 
  evanescent field depth 
 single-fluor sensitivity 
 sensor sensitivity 
 research applications to study molecular interactions 
 FRET fluorescence resonance energy transfer 



What is fluorescence? 
 see http://www.invitrogen.com/site/us/en/home/ 
 References/Molecular-Probes-The-Handbook.html 

Is emitted light shifted to higher or lower energies? 
 is that redder (longer wave-length) or bluer? 
Can you use fluors emitting at diff. wavelengths to 
 distinguish different molecules in same image? 

http://www.invitrogen.com/site/us/en/home/


Evanescent field E falls off 
exponentially ∼ E0e-z/d 
Penetration depth d < λ, 
depends on angle α and 
indices of refraction 

α 

What is TIRF microscopy? 

Basically, a  
trick to reduce 
illumination and 
hence background 
where you don’t 
need it 



What is  
photobleaching? 
 
bulk sample -> 

What happens on 
a single-molecule 
level? 



How do they attach antibodies? 
Why not just adsorb them? 
What do they estimate is capture antibody concentration? 
 Why is it << 1012/cm2? 

PEG 

PEG-biotin 
“His-tag” 

Model system to see captured protein 

What is his tag? What does antibody bind to? 
Why use YFP attached to his tag? 



Results - Model system to see captured protein 

What does IP mean? 
What is Flag? 
What is the background? 
Are the spots from single 
     molecules of YFP? How 
     could you tell? 

(Ab) 

(sample) 



? monomer YFP 

? dimer YFP 

life is not 
 perfect 

How long do you have to collect your image data? 



Monomer YFP    dimeric YFP 

Why might some dimeric YFP 
     have only 1 photbleaching 
     step before going dim? 
 
Could you use this to estimate 
     how many molecules are 
     in pulled down complex? 



Results - Model system to see captured protein 

If Ab conc is 30/µm2, how many 
     Ab’s in field of view? 
What fraction have bound anal.? 
If YFP is 100pM, what is KD? 
How many YFP’s in 10µl? 
What is minimum YFP conc. that 
     would give a signal over bkgd? 

(Ab) 

(sample) 

5µm 



Results - Model system to see captured protein 

If this system sees single molecules, 
     how come it needs so many to 
     give a positive signal? 
Would it help to look at multiple 
     fields of view? 
What could you try to do to improve 
     sensitivity? (3 things) 

(Ab) 

(sample) 

5µm 



Can you give an estimate for the KD? 



If background doesn’t go 
up with YFP conc, what 
might it be due to? 



How could they estimate how many Ab’s/unit area? 



What is dynamic range of assay? 
What limits the max number of molecules they can count? 



Use pull-down to study interaction between regulatory R  
     and catalytic C proteins that form a complex 

What does cAMP 
do to complex?   

YFP   Cherry 

Does C form a 
complex with R? 

Capture with anti-FLAG 



C captured via HA  C captured via FLAG on R 

How many C molecules are there in complex? 



donor 
acceptor 
 His 

Pulled down helicase enzyme is active 



Can you use this system with natural (unlabeled) 
     target molecules? 
What is the simplest set of Ab’s if you just want 
     to detect (and quantify) protein X? 



Summary 
 
TIRF allows you to detect single fluorescent molecules 
 photobleaching requires you to work fast (sec)  
       but also allows you to count # fluors in spot 
 
Even with single-molecule sensitivity, many things limit 
 sensitivity – background, KD, number of capture Abs 
 
Diffraction limit (∼λ) caps the number of molecules you can  
 count in given area -> limits dynamic range 
 
Method provides many clever ways to study molecular 
 interactions at single-molecule level (e.g. FRET) 



Next week – take home mid-term, due in 1 week 
 
Begin unit on methods using DNA and DNA sequencing 
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